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Two particular questions were asked by members of the Committee during the 

hearing of my petition on 7th December 2017 which required more information than I 

had with me. 

I have provided some relevant information briefly which should answer the 

questions. 

 
Question: How would the mandatory neutering and identification of owned 
cats be implemented in practice? 
The scheme could operate like the dog microchipping but with Neuter & Vaccinate 
added.  
Any person whose cat has produced offspring is considered a breeder and therefore 
responsible under NNS Code of Practice for taking the required measures to keep 
the offspring and parent cats 'under human control'. That would be defined as the 
having responsibility to Neuter Chip and Vaccinate all the offspring before they go to 
their first owner or bear the cost of these measures as soon as the animal is 4 mths 
of age. The person whose cat had produced offspring would be required either to 
register as a breeder (with the equivalent of the Kennel Club) or have their cat(s) 
neutered chipped and vaccinated by a veterinarian. 
 
Standards required of registered cat breeders would have to be set and should 
include training (in hygiene, animal welfare, etc) as well as setting limits on the level 
of production annually.  The details could be worked out by a cross-expert group.  
The outcome would benefit high welfare breeders and protect the public from 
distress and financial loss.    
 
Vaccination rates in the owned cat population are decreasing across the UK and 
are lower in Scotland (PDSA Report 2017) This is a recipe for a major cat 'public 
health' catastrophe when combined with the current explosion in the cat 
population. Spread of cat diseases affect cared-for cats as well as the uncared-for 
cats. 
 
Question: What is the situation in other Northern European countries? 
 
Responsible cat ownership legislation in other North European countries – a growing 
number of municipalities and countries are introducing mandatory neutering of cats. 
Belgium  
From 2014: compulsory neutering for every cat given for free or sold (230 
municipalities) 
From 2016, 2017: compulsory neutering and identification for all domestic cats 
(Brussels, Flanders and Wallomia Governments). 
Switzerland  
In 2016: authorities propose mandatory neutering for all domestic cats, a one cat per 
household limit and a curfew on cats going outdoors; previously, mandatory 
neutering for cats that go outdoors.  
France  
From 2012 – mandatory identification and registration for owned cats 



From 2016 – mandatory registration with tax authorities and display of tax number if 
selling one cat  
From 2012 -  mandatory certificate of training and inspection of premises if selling 
cats 
From 2016 – mandatory training certificate if giving cats for free. 
Sweden 
2016 – government propose owners must prove competence to care for pets, 
compulsory identification for cats, ban on abandoning cats with increased penalties 
and obligation on county authorities to intervene.  
 
 
Australia and New Zealand 
Mandatory cat neutering in large areas – although introduced too late to save many 
native species.  
Prohibition on keeping a cat at all in some because of the historic catastrophic 
impacts on native wildlife by cats. Important native species have been lost. 
 
USA 
Mandatory cat neutering in the majority of States and cities – failure to comply is 
punishable civilly or criminally. Fines are the usual penalty but some states may 
impose a prison sentence. 
 
Our goal for Scotland 
My petition does not seek to criminalise people but to bring them on board alongside 
the majority of cat owners to make sure ALL our cats have the basic necessities of 
health care – Neuter, Vaccinate and Identification Chip. There are twin goals – a cat 
‘public health’ goal and a conservation imperative. 
 
To achieve our goal will require new measures to close off the pipeline that feeds the 
flow of excess cats into the environment. This one measure will prevent the carnage 
that presently afflicts uncared for cats, and by the same stroke provide a safe 
environment in which the Scottish Wildcat can thrive and extend into its natural 
ranges in perpetuity. 
 
I trust this information can be distributed to the members of the Public Petitions 
Committee and be of value in answering these two particular questions. Thank you. 
 
Dr Ellie Stirling. 13/01/18 
 
 

 


